Traffic Signal
S
Syncchronizatio
on
Traffic Signal Synch
hronization iss a traffic en
ngineering teechnique of m
matching thee green lightt
times forr a series of intersections
i
s to enable th
he maximum
m number off vehicles to ppass throughh,
thereby reducing
r
stop
ps and delay
ys experienceed by motoriists. Synchroonizing trafffic signals
ensures a better flow of traffic an
nd minimizes gas consum
mption and ppollutant em
missions.
Why sign
nal synchron
nization is neeeded
Drivers often
o
get frusstrated when
n they have to
t stop at succcessive trafffic lights, orr when they have
to wait a long time fo
or a green lig
ght, especiallly when therre appears too be no trafffic in the other
direction
ns. Traffic sig
gnals are dessigned to disstribute the ggreen time too conflictingg traffic streaams,
generally
y based on th
he traffic vollumes. If thee traffic on a main street is consideraably higher tthan
the side street,
s
more green time may
m be given
n to the mainn street whicch could resuult in a longeer
wait for drivers
d
on th
he side streett. However, synchronizinng signals allong a main street can
benefit alll motorists because
b
oncce a vehicle enters
e
the maain street, it may continuue with miniimal
stopping. Hence, it iss beneficial for
f both the main street aand side streeet traffic. Thhe goal of
synchron
nization is to get the greaatest numberr of vehicles through thee intersectionns with the
fewest stops.
How trafffic signal synchronizatio
on works
The way traffic signaal synchronizzation workss is by calcuulating the arrrival time foor a group off
vehicles at each interrsection traveling at a specified spee d, and then the traffic signals are
strategicaally timed to
o turn green just
j as the grroup of vehiicles arrive aat each interssection. In order
for the traffic signalss to be synch
hronized, a group of signnals must all be set to runn on the sam
me
cycle len
ngth (the amo
ount of time it takes for the
t signal too go from greeen to yellow
w to red; andd
back to green
g
again - after the cro
oss street haas been servicced.

